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by 
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(Department of Electronics) 
The diffraction field of a laser beam through a finite aperture lens is investigated. The 
transverse and the longitudinal field distributions vary depending on the focallength and the aperture 
radius of the lens. The variations of the field in the Fresnel region become noticeable as the 
observation point approaches the lens. The theoretical and the experimental results coincide within 
the experimental errors when the observation point is far from the lens but the difference between 
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Fig. 1 Intensity distribution of a diffracted 
laser beam on the propagation axis. 
The solid line is the theoretical value. 
The maximum intensity is taken as 
unity. 
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Fig. 2 Intensity distributions of a diffrac匂dlaser beam on transverse planes. The solid 

































































ターの FACOM M-180 IIADを用いたことを付記
する.
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